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ScienceDirect
Understanding how sensory stimuli are processed in the brain

to instruct appropriate behavior is a fundamental question in

neuroscience. Drosophila has become a powerful model

system to address this problem. Recent advances in

characterizing the circuits underlying pheromone processing

have put the field in a position to follow the transformation of

these chemical signals all the way from the sensory periphery

to decision making and motor output. Here we describe the

latest advances, outline emerging principles of pheromone

processing and discuss future questions.
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Introduction
Pheromones are powerful chemosensory stimuli, released

into the environment by individuals with the ultimate

goal of altering the behavior or physiology of others

members of their species. Since the first description of

pheromones, tremendous advances have been made in

our understanding of how these chemicals are detected by

sensory systems. However, with one notable exception

(see below) our understanding of how pheromones are

processed in the brain is still relatively limited. Drosophila
is an attractive model system for studying the logic of

pheromone perception since, first, pheromone-receptor

pairs have been identified, second, most of its

�100 000 neurons are accessible to genetic manipulations

and third, pheromones modulate several, quantifiable

behaviors. Since sensory pheromone detection in Dro-
sophila has been extensively reviewed elsewhere (e.g., see

[1]) we will only briefly outline its principles before

discussing recent advances in understanding pheromone
www.sciencedirect.com 
processing deeper in the fly brain (i.e., perception). Fi-

nally, we will address sex differences in pheromone

processing and outline future challenges. Although puta-

tive larval pheromones have recently been described

[2,3�], this review will focus on pheromone processing

in the adult fly.

Pheromone detection in Drosophila

Pheromone-sensitive cells in Drosophila are incorporated

into the chemosensory systems of smell and taste. Flies,

like most insects, have distinct anatomical subsystems

for detection of volatile (long-range) and non-volatile

(contact) chemicals: olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs)

on head appendages and gustatory receptor neurons

(GRNs) on various body parts [4,5].

Odors are detected by odorant receptor (OR) or ionotro-

pic receptor (IR)-expressing ORNs housed in sensory

bristles (sensilla) on the third antennal segment and

maxillary palps [6,7]. On each antenna, �45 classes of

ORNs [6] are arranged as clusters of 1–4 neurons in four

morphologically distinct classes of sensilla (basiconic,

coeloconic, intermediate and trichoid). Intriguingly, only

trichoid ORNs seem to be responsive to fly odors [8].

Axons from 20 to 50 ORNs (i.e., first-order olfactory

neurons) expressing the same OR/IR converge on each

of �50 glomeruli in the antennal lobe (AL), the first relay

station for olfactory information. There they form synap-

ses with 1–7 excitatory or inhibitory projection neurons

(PNs, second-order olfatory neurons) and a complex

network of excitatory and inhibitory local neurons

(LNs) [9–11]. PNs then relay the olfactory information

to two distinct higher brain centers, the mushroom body

(MB, required for olfactory learning) and the lateral horn

(LH) [12].

In contrast, non-volatile chemicals are detected via taste

sensilla on the labellum, pharynx, legs, wing margins and

ovipositor [4,5,13]. Most sensilla contain four GRNs that

express one of either �60 gustatory receptor (GR) or �35

IR genes conferring sensitivity to sweet, bitter, salt, water,

fatty acids or carbonation [14,15,16��,17�]. Several of

these GRs and IRs are candidate pheromone receptors;

all are housed in labellar or tarsal taste sensilla. GRNs

project to the gnathal ganglion (GNG, formerly the sub-

esophageal ganglion), the putative first-order processing

center for gustatory information and to specific thoracic

ganglia in the ventral nerve cord. In the GNG, their

projections are reported to segregate by gustatory organ

and taste category, but not by receptor, as is the case for

ORNs [18].
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Drosophila pheromonal stimuli and their receptors

While the tuning of most Drosophila ORs, IRs and many

GRs [5,19] has been investigated using a wide range

of stimuli, barely any pheromone receptor–ligand pairs

have been identified. A handful of trichoid ORs were

found to respond to volatile compounds in fly extracts

[8], but the chemical identity of the ligands remains

unknown, with one exception: 11-cis-vaccenyl acetate

(cVA), produced in the male ejaculatory bulb and trans-

ferred to females during copulation, is detected by

two narrowly tuned ORs in both sexes, Or67d and

Or65a [8,20,21]. Similarly, only a small number of

pheromone-responsive GRs has been identified. They

are likely activated by cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs)

[22], long-chain fatty acids which are produced by

oenocytes, specialized cells located on the inner surface

of the abdominal cuticle [23]. Some of these CHCs have

been shown to be volatile [24], suggesting that they

might be detected through olfaction as well as taste.

CHCs are an essential sensory component for courtship

[23] and courtship-inhibiting CHCs are present on

both males and females. At least three of these court-

ship-inhibiting CHCs, 7-T, 9-T and 11-P [22], which

are secreted by conspecific males or flies of other

species, are detected by Gr32a [25,26�] (and probably

Gr33a [27]). Intriguingly, both Gr32a and Gr33a are

also required for detection of bitter-tasting compounds

[27], suggesting that reproductive dead ends have aver-

sive valence [28]. Another receptor, Gr68a, which is

expressed in chemosensory neurons of �20 male-spe-

cific gustatory bristles in the forelegs, was proposed to

detect female contact pheromones [29], although this

finding has been called into question [30,31��]. Of these

putative female CHC aphrodisiacs, two have been

identified, 7,11-HD and 7,11-ND [22], but their recep-

tors remain unknown. Two potential candidates are

Ir52c and Ir52d, which are co-expressed in male-specific

foreleg sensilla and activated by female stimuli [17�].
Surprisingly, 7,11-HD acts both as an attractant for

conspecific males and as a powerful anti-aphrodisiac

for males of other Drosophilids [23], illustrating that

contact pheromones can serve as species barriers. A

separate population of GRNs, expressing ppk25, ppk23,

and ppk29, members of the pickpocket/degenerin-epithe-

lial (Ppk/DEG-ENaC) family of sodium channels, was

found to be necessary for detection of contact pheromones

involved in male courtship behavior [16��,31��,32–35].

ppk23 marks a subset of paired neurons in male-specific

chemosensory leg bristles. One of these neurons

responds to male pheromones (7-T, cVA), whereas the

other one, characterized by ppk25 co-expression,

responds to female pheromones (7,11-ND, 7,11-HD)

[16��,31��,32,33,35]. Interestingly, these ppk neurons ex-

press neither Gr32a nor Gr68a [16��]. A picture emerges

therefore in which parallel, but functionally complemen-

tary systems exist for contact pheromone detection in

Drosophila.
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Central circuits for pheromone perception

Olfactory information carried by PNs converges, appar-

ently randomly, onto third-order neurons in the MB

(Kenyon Cells) [36] which integrate inputs from different

glomeruli linearly or sublinearly [37]. This probabilistic

wiring is thought to reflect the MB’s role in learning and

memory. In contrast, third-order lateral horn neurons

(LHNs) exhibit stereotyped connectivity and odor

responses [38�,39��,40], in accordance with the LH’s

hypothesized role in mediating innate olfactory beha-

viors. Since most ORNs are broadly tuned, odorant iden-

tity is presumably encoded by combinatorial activity of

ORN ! PN ensembles. While this distributive model is

appropriate for general odor coding (but see Mansourian

and Stensmyr (in this issue) for a discussion of combina-

torial coding under natural odor concentrations), the only

identified olfactory pheromone, cVA, seems be initially

processed by a labeled line instead, that is, a neural circuit

dedicated to a specific sensory stimulus.

Following the cVA signal into the brain has given us

unique insights into the logic of pheromone perception.

The tuning of first-, second- and some third-order olfac-

tory neurons to cVA is extremely narrow [39��,41,42,43�]
and all components of this circuit express male-specific

transcripts of fruitless ( f ru) [21,42,43�,44�], a transcription

factor thought to instruct the formation of neural circuits

underlying male courtship behavior [45]. Several features

distinguish pheromone processing from that of general

odors: cVA (as well as volatile fly extracts) elicits relatively

weak responses in ORNs [8], a potential consequence

of its relatively low volatility. However, these weak

responses are strongly amplified in postsynaptic DA1

PNs [41] (of which there are 6–8, the highest reported

for any glomerulus). In addition, Chou et al. [11] found

that the innervation density of some LNs was significant-

ly lower in the pheromone-processing glomeruli DA1,

DL3 and VA1d, and that these ‘pheromone-avoiding’

LNs fired a significantly higher percentage of their spikes

during the first 100 ms of the odor response as compared

to all other LNs. Apart from cholinergic PNs mediating

excitatory, feedforward transmission, five classes of

GABAergic, inhibitory PNs (iPNs) have been identified,

three of which target the fru+ glomeruli DA1, VL2a and

VA1lm [12]. While these iPNs potently inhibit LHN

responses to food odors, responses to pheromonal and

kairomonal stimuli (via DA1 and VL2a) are iPN-inde-

pendent [38�]. Interestingly, Hong and Wilson [46] re-

cently found that ORNs vary dramatically in their

sensitivity to inhibitory LN activation in the AL and that

DA1 is particularly sensitive to this presynaptic inhibition

[46]. Therefore, different types of inhibition within pher-

omone-processing circuits might operate according to

different rules.

Taken together, these circuit characteristics (signal am-

plification, numerical robustness, exemption from some
www.sciencedirect.com
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types of inhibition) might ensure high-fidelity transmis-

sion of pheromone information even in the presence of

other olfactory stimuli. However, since cVA is the only

identified volatile pheromone in Drosophila, it remains

unclear whether these findings can be generalized.

Even less is known about central processing of contact

pheromones (or any gustatory stimuli) in flies. As men-

tioned, GRNs projections in the GNG roughly segregate

by organ location and taste category [18]. Indeed even

though individual GRNs can detect multiple taste quali-

ties, these tend to have the same valence [13]. Therefore,

taste in Drosophila seems to be a ‘valence labeled line’

modality [13]. Kain and Dahanukar [47] recently identi-

fied sweet-responsive gustatory PNs downstream of label-

lar Gr5a GRNs and traced their axonal projections to the

antennal mechanosensory and motor center (AMMC)

[47]. However, since this represents the only known class

of second-order gustatory neurons so far, it is unclear

whether the ‘valence labeled line’ organization is pre-

served in higher brain centers.

Integration of pheromone signals

Why do flies use such a wide variety of receptors and

structures to detect pheromone stimuli that may have

similar meaning? Male courtship, a complex sequence of

behaviors (Figure 1a), is uniquely suited to explore this

question, since detection of both volatile and contact

pheromones has been shown to coordinate this elaborate

ritual, together with visual, auditory and mechanosensory

cues [48].

Chemical cues vary widely in their volatility and the same

cue may be detected by different sensory modalities at

different ranges. Thus pheromones may be used to signal

not just valence, but also reflect target distance, poten-

tially acting sequentially to trigger the appropriate steps

of courtship behavior. Initially, cVA in conjunction with

food odors could act as a long-range or medium-range

aggregation pheromone to attract flies of both sexes

(Figure 1a) [41,49,50��] to food substrates suitable for

mating. At closer range, and while interacting with other

flies in a group, rapidly changing concentrations of cVA

and other sex-specific volatile pheromones (as well as

visual cues) could inform the selection of appropriate

courtship targets (i.e., virgin females) worthy of following.

Subsequently, detection of CHCs via direct contact (tap-

ping) might represent a check point for deciding between

continuation of courtship, that is, singing, licking (female

of correct species), fighting (male of correct species) or

withdrawal (incorrect species). Finally, if a decision to

continue with courtship is made, detection of secreted

female pheromones via labellar receptors (licking) and

auditory cues could gate the final step of the ritual,

copulation. Although simplistic, this working model of

the behavioral algorithm governing courtship behavior

makes testable predictions:
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(1) food and pheromone odors are integrated in the brain

and (2) neural representations of volatile and contact

pheromones interact, with perception of long-range sig-

nals possibly gating subsequent perception of short-range

signals, either by modifying approach behavior or directly

at the neural circuit level.

Some evidence exists in support of the first prediction, that

is, interactions between the neural representations of vol-

atile food and pheromone stimuli. While PNs tuned to

general odors target dorsal regions of the LH, PNs down-

stream of pheromone-responsive trichoid ORNs (DA1,

VL2a, VA1lm, DL3) project to the anterioventral LH

[12,50��]. This observation suggests that a spatially segre-

gated representation of pheromones persists from the AL

to the LH [12], but a few non-pheromonal chemicals that

mediate innate attraction or aversion are also detected

by second-order neurons that project to the vLH: farnesol

(Or83c/DC3), geosmin (Or56a, DA2), PAA/PA (Ir84a,

VL2a) (Table 1) and valencene (Or19a, DC1). Since pro-

cessing of these odors stimuli shares several characteristics

with pheromone processing (innate valence, narrowly

tuned PNs with vLH projections), they can be described

as kairomones, that is, chemicals emitted by an organism,

which attract exploiters of another species. Indeed, co-

processing of pheromonal (e.g., cVA) and such kairomonal

(e.g., PAA) stimuli has been suggested to serve the coordi-

nation of feeding and oviposition site selection with

reproductive behaviors [50��]. This is supported by the

observations that cVA acts as an aggregation pheromone

only in presence of attractive food odors [49,41] and that

the food odor PAA is only attractive when presented with

fly odors [50��]. The site of convergence of pheromonal and

kairomonal signals with similar biological value might be

found in third-order LHNs with dendrites in the vLH that

integrate signals from both channels. As a consequence of

such interactions, the labeled line model is probably only

valid for the initial stages of pheromone processing.

The second prediction is that crosstalk between olfactory

and contact pheromone signals exists. This notion is

backed, amongst others, by the observations that Gr32a

is required for the aggression-promoting effect of cVA

[51], that 7,11-HD mitigates the deterrent effects of cVA

[23] and that increased courtship caused by male CHC

ablation is suppressed by a mutation in Or47b [51].

Furthermore, since cVA is detected by both olfactory

and contact chemosensory neurons [8,16��,20,21]

(Table 1) — interactions between both pheromone pro-

cessing circuits are likely. This interaction probably does

not occur between GRNs and central olfactory neurons,

since neither DA1 PNs nor identified cVA-responsive

LHNs project to the GNG. However, Gr32a neurons

are anatomically poised to relay pheromone information

to sexually dimorphic fru+ neurons in the GNG [52] and

the ventrolateral protocerebrum [25], which in turn could

connect to the fru+ cVA olfactory circuit.
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2015, 34:149–157
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Figure 1
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Pheromone perception in Drosophila courtship (a) Proposed model for how pheromonal cues guide male behavior at different spatial

ranges. Note that neuron names are color-coded to match the illustrations in (b) and (c). (b) Hypothetical wiring diagram from

chemosensory inputs to descending motor output. Darker arrows suggest strong experimental evidence for synaptic connections and the

direction of information flow, whereas lighter arrows suggest probable connections based on neuroanatomical data, that is, physical

overlap (see (c)). The putative connection from mAL to pMP4/P1 may be inhibitory [26�], suggesting that the wiring diagram above is

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2015, 34:149–157 www.sciencedirect.com
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Table 1

Drosophila pheromonal stimuli and their receptors

Pheromone Range Emitter ! detector Receptor PN Behavior Comments Refs

cVA Volatile and

contact

M ! M Or67d DA1 Aggression Suppressed by chronic

cVA via Or65a

[30,53,54]

F ! M Or67d DA1 Male repulsion Transferred to female by

prior mating

[21]

M ! F Or67d DA1 Female receptivity Suppressed by chronic

cVA via Or65a

[21,56]

M/F ! M/F Or65a (?) DL3 (?) Aggregationd [49]

M ! M ppk23/ppk29a n/a Male–male repulsion ppk channels pheromone

receptors ?

[16��]

7-T Contact M ! F Gr32a n/a Female receptivity Increases female

receptivity

[64]

M ! M Gr32a (Gr66a) n/a Male–male/interspecies

repulsion

[26�,28]

M ! M ppk23/ppk29a n/a Male–male repulsion ppk channels pheromone

receptors ?

[16��,31��,

33,34]

7-P Contact M ! F ? n/a female receptivity (?) Male-enriched [22,60]

7,11-HD

(7,11-ND)c
Contact F ! M ppk23/ppk29/

ppk25/nopea
n/a Male courtship ppk channels pheromone

receptors ?

[16��,31��,

33,34]

9-P Contact F ! M ? n/a Male copulation Role in courtship

conditioning

[65]

CH503 Contact (?) F ! M ? ? Male repulsion Transferred to female by

prior mating

[60]

9-T, 11-P Contact M ! M Gr32a/Gr33ae n/a Male–male/inter-

species repulsion

No cVA-mediated

aggression in Gr32a�/�
males; contact fru+

neurons in GNG

[25,26�,27,

28,52,66]

PAA, PA Volatile Food ! M Ir84a VL2a Male courtship Kairomone aphrodisiac [50��]

SP Contact M ! F SPR n/a Postmating response Allohormone pheromoneb,

transferred with seminal

fluid

[58]

M/F extract Contact ? Or47b VA1v ? Active compound(s)

unidentified

[8]

M/F extract Contact ? Or88a VA1d ? Active compound(s)

unidentified

[8]

? Contact F ! M Gr68a n/a Male courtship Stimulate male courtship,

doublesex-dependent

[29]

? Contact F ! M Gr39a n/a Male courtship Role in sustaining male

courtship behavior

[67]

? Contact F ! M IR52c/IR52d n/a Male courtship Presumably contact fru+

neurons in prothoracic

ganglia

[17�]

M, male; F, female; PAA, phenylacetic acid; PA, phenylacetaldehyde; 7-T, (z)-7-tricosene; 7-P, 7-pentacosene; 9-T, z-9-tricosene; 11-P, z-11-

pentacosene; 7,11-HD, (7Z,11Z)-heptacosadiene; 7,11-ND, (7Z,11Z)-nonacosadiene; SP, sex peptide, fru+.
a Unclear whether ppk29 neurons co-express fru.
b That is, directly acting on target tissue.
c Detected by ppk23+ neurons [31��].
d cVA acts as an aggregation pheromone only in conjunction with food odors (see [49]).
e Gr32a (but not Gr33a) required for inhibition of interspecies courtship [26�].
Sexually dimorphic and state-dependent pheromone

perception

How can a single pheromone, cVA, elicit aggression and

male–male repulsion in males [21,53,54], increase recep-

tivity in females [21] and act as aggregation signal in

both sexes [49] (Figure 2)? Numerous differences exist
( Figure 1 Legend Continued ) incomplete, as pMP4/P1 neurons must ge

neurons involved in pheromone processing (left), sensory integration (mid

input (left) or motor output (right), respectively (see ref. [62,63��]).Source:

Rev Genet 20 01;2:879–90.

www.sciencedirect.com 
between male and female fly brains, most of which are

controlled by fruitless [44�] and doublesex [55]. Many of

these differences are associated with sensory processing

pathways [44�]. Males have a higher number of trichoid

sensilla [4] and three enlarged glomeruli, DA1, VA1v and

VL2a, all of which express fru [45]. Deeper in the brain,
t excitatory input from somewhere else. (c) 3D renderings of

dle), and motor control (right). Black arrowheads illustrate sensory

 Fly cartoon images adapted with permission from Sokolowski, Nat

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2015, 34:149–157
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Figure 2

• What similarities and differences are there in processing non-pheromone odors, especially those that have strong intrinsic valence? 
• How can we explain the different roles of cVA (i.e. courtship vs aggression vs aggregation)?
• What are the ligands for Or47b?
• What is the role of PAA/PA detection by IR84a in females [50]?
• What is the identity and tuning of second-order gustatory neurons? 
• What is the role of ppk23+, ppk25+, ppk29+ neurons in females?
• Where and how (i.e. sublinear/linear/supralinear) does integration of pheromone signals take place (e.g. see [37])? 
• Are cVA signals from tarsal ppk+neurons and higher olfactory neurons integrated?
• Does fruitless specify a dedicated circuit for pheromone perception?
• Are there other labeled lines? If yes, how many are there and which genes specify them developmentally? 
• How plastic is pheromone processing and what mechanisms exist (e.g. receptor desensitization, plasticity of central circuits)  
• Where and how do circuits for innate (or: pheromone-driven) and learned behaviors interact? (e.g. see  [57])
• How do courtship promoting and inhibiting pheromonal cues interact to guide different stages of courtship behavior? 

Current Opinion in Neurobiology

Open questions in Drosophila pheromone processing.
DA1 PN axons show a male-specific ventral arborization

[42], but it remains unclear if this has functional con-

sequences. Surprisingly, cVA responses in first-order and

second-order olfactory neurons are non-dimorphic [8,21,

42], but the dendrites of two groups of fru+ third-order

olfactory neurons sex-specifically overlap with DA1 PN

axon terminals, thereby forming a bidirectional circuit

switch that reroutes the cVA signal between males and

females [39��]. Intriguingly, the position of this switch is

controlled by fru acting cell-autonomously in third-order

neurons [39��]. Since only one candidate fourth-order

neuron has been identified so far, the male specific

fru+ DN1 neuron which projects to the VNC [43�], it

will now be critical to study how cVA processing after this

circuit bifurcation instructs distinct behaviors. The circuit

switch provides a simple conceptual explanation of how

the same sensory stimulus can elicit sex-specific beha-

viors, but it does not address (1) how cVA can act as both

repellent and aggregation signal in males and (2) why

prolonged cVA exposure leads to response inhibition in

both sexes [30,54]. As mentioned above, cVA is processed

by two parallel channels [8,20,21]. While elevated aggres-

sion and male–male repulsion are presumably mediated

via acute perception of cVA through the high-affinity

Or67d ! DA1 channel [21,53], chronic cVA exposure

might recruit the low-affinity Or65a ! DL3 channel

and suppress aggression by lateral inhibition of DA1 in

the AL [30,54]. Activation of Or65a ! DL3 (neither of

which express fru) might therefore mediate the non-

dimorphic aggregation effect of cVA. Lateral inhibition

of DA1 by DL3 might also to be responsible for the

abolished attraction of females to cVA after prolonged

exposure [56], but this interglomerular interaction

remains to be directly tested. Also, in the absence of

functional recordings from DL3 PNs or their postsynaptic

neurons, it remains unclear whether additional interac-

tions exist between both cVA processing channels. Since

DL3 PNs project to the vLH, there are likely to be third-

order neurons postsynaptic to both DA1 and DL3 PNs.
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2015, 34:149–157 
Sex differences in neuron number and morphology have

also been identified in contact chemoreceptive structures

(Table 1) [16��,29] — and these dimorphisms are also

controlled by either fruitless or doublesex.

Since the fru isoforms sculpting these circuits are male-

specific, female circuits remain drastically understudied.

However, female-enlarged brain regions have been

reported [44�], and it will therefore be valuable to search

for female-specific or female-enriched transcripts which

could provide a genetic entry point for studying female fly

behaviors.

Finally, recent work from Keleman et al. [57�] has illus-

trated that social experience can modulate hard-wired,

pheromone-driven behaviors. Females decrease their re-

ceptivity after mating, one of several profound physiolog-

ical changes mediated by transfer of sex peptide (SP)

during copulation [58]. Since males also transfer cVA onto

females during mating, this signal allows them to selec-

tively court appropriate (i.e., receptive) targets. Keleman

et al. [57�] observed that courtship rejection drastically

enhances the behavioral sensitivity of males to cVA and

identified a group of fru+ dopaminergic neurons that

might convey a rejection signal to the MB, thereby

producing lasting changes in cVA processing [57�].

Conclusions and future directions

In recent years, substantial progress has been made in

understanding Drosophila pheromone processing, but sev-

eral fundamental questions remain (Figure 2). At the

sensory periphery, the most obvious frontier is the iden-

tification of monomolecular pheromone ligands and their

receptors. Although several ORN and GRN populations

were identified that are responsive to complex fly odors

and cuticular extracts, respectively, the active compounds

remain unknown. Importantly, the CHCs discovered so

far represent only a small fraction of the complete cutic-

ular profile of Drosophila [22,59]. Only recently, a novel
www.sciencedirect.com
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acetylated hydrocarbon, CH503, was identified which,

like cVA, is transferred from males to females during

mating and subsequently acts as a long-lived inhibitor of

male courtship [60]. Approaches such as gas-chromatog-

raphy-linked single-sensillum recordings [61] could be

used to address these questions.

Deeper in the brain, most of our current knowledge about

pheromone perception stems from following the cVA signal

along a circuit hardwired by fruitless. It remains open

whether additional labeled lines exist for other volatile

or contact pheromones (Figure 2). Identification of cor-

responding genetic markers would allow us to investigate

whether the circuit architecture underlying cVA proces-

sing can be generalized to other pheromones. Our under-

standing of contact pheromone processing faces an

additional hurdle: we are only beginning to uncover

the identity of second-order gustatory neurons. This is

also the limiting factor for understanding how gustatory

and olfactory (pheromone) signals might be integrated.

However, with the availability of brain-wide neuron

atlases and an ever-expanding palette of driver lines,

these questions can certainly be addressed in the near

future. We are therefore confident that Drosophila will

remain an invaluable model system for studying the

neural circuit logic of pheromone perception and, more

generally, chemosensory processing.
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